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SYMMETRICAL REPETITIONS IN LAMENTATIONS
CHAPTERS I AND II.
IN my critical translation of the Book of Isaiah (Le Livre d'lsaie,
which was the object of a very kindly notice in this JOURNAL, April, 1905,
pp. 463, 464) I endeavoured to separate the poems contained in chap-
ters xl and onwards, by means of the sense and the symmetry of the
strophes. Certain words are symmetrically repeated in such wise that
they form a kind of concentric setting {inclusion) for the whole poem,
the repetitions occurring in the first and last strophe, in the second and
second from the end, in the third and third from the end, and so on.
No one will deny that an exact delimitation of these poems is very
important, particularly with regard to the question of the Servant of
Yahweh.
It may be useful, therefore, to adduce some clear and incontestable
examples of this concentric form in entire poems. The examples I bring
forward will be incontestable, (1) if the poems are already on other
grounds clearly delimited, (2) if the symmetrical repetition occurs so
frequently and so regularly in a poem, that it cannot be set down to
mere chance or to a simple figure of rhetoric. These two conditions
seem to me to be realized in chapters i and ii of the Lamentations.
Here we have alphabetical poems, and consequently we can determine
with certainty the beginning, the regular sequence, and the end of each
poem.
In these two chapters, each of the sections marked by the letters
of the alphabet forms one Massoretic verse and contains three metrical
verses. The metrical verse is the kinah verse (first clearly pointed out
by Dr K. Budde). Each section repeats one or more words of the
corresponding section. Thus, the repetitions occur in sections N and n
(Massoretic verses 1 and 22), 2 and B> (2 and 21), 1 and *l (3 and 20),
&c. The following list will make this clear:—
CHAPTER I.
1. N Tin, in the first metrical verse.
22. n n u i , in the last metrical verse.
2. 3 nWtib . . . DriJD i"6 pK
21. & «TK . . . "b arao p«
3. 1 D**rccn, in the ninth metrical verse.
20. n nv, in the ninth from the end.
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4. n iTJfis, in the eleventh metrical verse.
19. p <3n3, in the eleventh from the end.
(The word Jfl3 occurs nowhere else in this chapter.)
. . .
5. n U
18. v ueo u^n . . . mn<
(The expression \ae>3 "]5>n does not occur elsewhere in this chapter.)
6. 1 |VX
17. B JVX
7-9 and 14-16 are dealt with further on.
10. '
13. D BHB
11. 3 ntftim . . . nan
12. b
(The verb B»3n is not found elsewhere in this chapter.)
CHAPTER II.
I. N
22. n
IDS DV3
21. t? ntan vb ,
3. i nfc«
20. -1 njpsNn
nowhere else
4. 1
19. p
18. X
(The
in this
1
b
verb i>3S
chapter.)
7-
16.
15-
10.
13-
1 1 .
f DV3 . . . 31K
B crn . . . T3»N
significance is to be attached
to this repetition of fO, which
occurs in almost every sec-
tion.)
11
 n b w a , . . jvx na
3 m a m a . . . « p j n . . . istw
6. 1 mm 12. b mania
17- i> ni.T
The seventh verse of chap, i needs correction: the words mono i>3
jiD Vn K^'X are regarded as a gloss by Budde, Lohr, Dyserinck,
Baethgen, Minocchi, Sievers, &c. Moreover, v. 7 does not correspond
with v. 16, nor v. g with v. 14; but 713 does correspond with 14, espe-
cially if we complete, with Budde, the first member of the last metrical
verse in 14, according to a very good reading of the LXX, which
requires only a change of vowels : lv \tpalv /xov 6Swas = ix 'T3 ; read
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"IS 'T?i into the hands of the adversary. Between 9b and 16 the corre-
spondence is very marked. Let us try a transposition:—
[ ] n»jj? w obvrv mat 7a man <JK nbx by 16
nnnnt* mar t6 9b cm .TIT [ ] wp
n'tcba rim STUD -xo prn ^
rb DTUD px >B>BJ a w
"W TIN mm r»n D*DDIB> <:3 vn
T I N bnan <a a i^x naa o
(In z^. 8 and 15 no important repetition.)
. . . minca nnj»o 9a J^WB by npK'J 14
. . . r v a
i s Ta noy bo:3 7b nxw by iby
nb nny p»
mxi [nx]
nnatws by ipnc Dip baw xb
The above transposition I give as probable for the following reasons:
(1) it re-establishes perfectly the symmetry; (2) the gloss which now
finds a place in v. 7 refers to v. 10 nHDITD ba ; it was probably inserted
somewhere near, that is in the primitive ninth verse; (3) 7a and 9b hang
well together as regards the sense (n~DT and mat «b); as also 7b and
10 (7b nnv mtn . . . ~n T3, 10 ii v~\s> IT) .
I have purposely refrained from giving the name of strophes to the
sections indicated by the letters of the alphabet, because each strophe
contains several sections. For instance, in chap, i the division into
strophes is as follows : (1) as regards the sense:—
1. w. 1-3. Affliction of Sion.
2. w. 4-6. Its priests, virgins, children, princes.
3. w. 7-11. Triumph of its enemies.
4. w. 12-16. Sion makes an appeal to the compassion of passers-by.
5. vv. 17-19. Sion remains unconsoled.
6. w. 20-22. Sion addresses Yahweh.
In w. I - I I Sion is spoken of; in w. 12-22 Sion is speaking1.
1
 'Verses 1-11 lament the sufferings which Jerusalem is now undergoing, while
twice in the course of this portion (verses 9, n ) the city itself breaks out into
a wail of distress, and thus leads up to the second division of the chapter, verses
13-22, where the city itself is the speaker.' A. W. Streane, 'Jeremiah and
Lamentations' {The Cambridge Bible for Schools) p. 361.
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(2) Symmetry of these strophes in the number of metrical verses:—
9. 9. "5. 15. 9. 9-
(3) Symmetry in repeated words:—
.TB*n . . . fiNVO N7 at the end of strophe 1.
f|*n . . . 1NVD N? at the end of strophe 2.
The expression E>BJ 3W1 is repeated at the end of the strophes 3, 4,
and s (w. ir, 16, 19). In the last strophe notice the inclusion ''37
(w. 20, 22); and in the third, the inclusion n\TV> njn (w. gh, 11), if the
transposition be admitted.
According to the symmetry, as well as according to the sense, the
alphabetical order v. 16 V, v. 17 B in chap, i, and v. 16 a, v. 17 y in
chap, ii seems to be right. In chap, ii (not in chap, i) the concatena-
tion is worth attention:—
vv. i and 2
2 and 3
3 and 4
4 and 5
5 and 6
6 and 7
7 and 8
8 and 9
9 and 10
10 and 11
11 and 12
3*1N3
nnt?
nDin
nirv
pK
p K 7
isr, eiov, mania
TO. 12 and
13 and
14 and
15 and
16 and
17 and
18 and
19 and
20 and
21 and
13
 I
14 >?
15 )
16 i j n t ? . .
17 3MK..
18 DV
19 rM>
20 cbbiy
21 n n
22 t|N cr :
These remarks, besides confirming the statements made with regard
to Isa. xl ff, may perhaps throw some light on the origin of chapters i
and ii of the Lamentations.
ALBERT CONDAMIN, SJ.
NOTE ON THE WORD niny, GEN. XLIX 7.
How did this word come to mean 'wrath'? The verb lay first
means ' to pass over', specially to pass over a river by a ford. Now,
passing over a river by a ford, and passing over by a bridge, are very
different modes of action. To pass by the bridge is to get across easily.
To pass by the ford is often to push one's way strenuously. And it is
this latter sense, which, although inherent in the Hebrew stock 13V, has
been largely lost sight of, chiefly no doubt owing to our Western habit
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